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A 100 kHz SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC OPERATION:
THE OMEGA IV TELEMETRY PROCESSOR

THOMAS R. NORTON and JOSEPH I. NORWORTH
STELLARMETRICS
an Aydin Company

Santa Barbara, California

Introduction    The advent of UHF into the telemetry transmission spectrum has
introduced the need for ground acquisition stations capable of commensurate operation
with the higher data rates being used. In PAM systems, for example, 10 kHz had long
been the recognized upper limit of data repetition. Today, however, 25 kHz PAM is an
increasing operational requirement, and 100 kHz PAM is being forecast for operation in
the near future. The continuous data bands are also expanding, to where only a few
simultaneous inputs can easily constitute a system requirement for 100 kHz data
responses. Because of these higher rate inputs, the capability for 100 kHz operation will
surely be a basic specification for ground stations operating through the early 1970’s.

Obviously, vast amounts of data must be processed, analyzed, and ultimately stored in a
100 kHz run of even a few minutes’ length, and the data produced in longer runs can be
exorbitant. This can present innumerable problems at the ground station. For example,
handling this data flow will present a challenge to the most accomplished station
operators. Hence, the 100 kHz telemetry ground station should be an automatic station,
capable of complete programmed setup and operation without operator intervention.
Even the storage space requirements for the final processed data will be a problem at
many smaller stations. To alleviate the storage problem, the system should be capable of
a form of data compression that eliminates redundancy in the outputted data and thereby
reduces the amount of data that needs to be stored.

This paper describes the Stellarmetrics OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor-- ground
station completely designed for the telemetry requirements of the 1970’s. The
OMEGA IV is a 100 kHz system, which acquires, processes, and outputs up to 23
frequency modulated signals and two time-division multiplexed signals applied
simultaneously from an instrumentation recorder. Digital outputs for all input channels
are written on magnetic tape for playback and further analysis, or permanent storage, and
consist of data-values, addresses, and necessary flags. Sixty analog outputs are also
program addressable for any 60 continuous or PAM channels, and used for driving
galvanometers in oscillograph recorders. The OMEGA IV is completely programmable



with paper tape, magnetic tape, and keyboard inputs, and is capable of automatically
performing the following operations: Programmed tape search and control in accordance
with recorded start and stop time indices; programmed setup for tape track routings,
subcarrier discrimination, PAM synchronization, and data sampling; programmed data
preprocessing, including two modes of data compression with individual program
options for every continuous and PAM input channel; programmed data formatting for
magnetic tape outputs; programmed addressing of digital to analog converters for
oscillograph outputs; and programmed oscillograph control.

System Description    Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the major functional
subsystems in the OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor. The Input Subsystem includes the
instrumentation recorder, an FM sequence calibrator, a 100 kHz PAM/PDM signal
simulator, and an input signal routing matrix. The signal routing matrix allows any of the
14 input tracks from the instrumentation recorder, as well as the simulator input,
calibrator input, and up to five auxiliary inputs, to be switched to any combination of
components in the Signal Conditioning and Timing Subsystems. In the Signal
Conditioning Subsystem, frequency modulated data inputs (FM/FM, PAM/FM or
PDM/FM) are applied to any programmed combination of 23 fixed tuned and two
variable tuned subcarrier discriminators. Discriminated PAM/FM and PDM/FM are then
routed to two PAM/PDM synchronizers; unmodulated PAM and PDM inputs are routed
directly from the input signal routing matrix to these synchronizers. The PAM/PDM
synchronizers automatically perform data conditioning, pulse rate synchronization, frame
sync detection, and level and gain compensation, on all IRIG formatted PAM-RZ, PAM-
NRZ, and PDM pulsetrains. Two synchronized and conditioned, PAM/PDM pulsetrains
from the synchronizers, along with the 23 continuous data outputs from the subcarrier
discriminators, are then applied to the Preprocessing Subsystem.

A 100 kHz 25 channel multiplexer in the Preprocessing Subsystem is used to sample
each continuous and PAM/PDM channel. The sampling sequence of this multiplexer is
completely programmable; however, PAM/PDM inputs are automatically sampled on a
priority basis, since these will be received at unknown asynchronous intervals. When a
PAM/PDM channel is received at the multiplexer, the continuous channel sampling
sequence is interrupted and the PAM/PDM channel is immediately serviced; the normal
programmed sequence is resumed after this sample. From the multiplexer, analog data is
applied to a high-speed analog to digital converter, where each data sample is digitized
into a 10-bit binary word. The digital data is then processed through the data compressor
for redundancy elimination. On any continuous or time-multiplexed input channel, only
those samples necessary for reconstructing the original signal, within a programmed
tolerance band, are processed through the data compressor. All samples that are not
needed for data reconstruction are considered redundant and discarded (i.e. , not
transmitted to the output) .



The OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor is capable of operation in two modes of data
compression: floating aperture (zero order predictor) data compression and fixed limit
data compression. All continuous and PAM/PDM input channels are individually
programmed for value and tolerance band in either mode. In floating aperture data
compression, a prediction is made that subsequent data samples will fall within the
assigned tolerance band of the last significant sample. The succeeding samples are
discarded if the prediction is correct; a sample is transmitted only when it falls on or
outside the two tolerance limits. The value of this significant sample then replaces the
previous reference value, and the tolerance band relocates around the new value for
subsequent comparisons. In fixed limit data compression, the tolerance band has a single
set of fixed programmed positions, and a sample value is transmitted only when it is
observed to be outside of these positions. The system can also be programmed with no
data compression, and used for transmitting all data samples on, for example, very fast
moving channels.

Digitized and compressed data samples, along with channel identification, certain status
flags, and periodic time data, are applied from the Preprocessing Subsystem to the I/O
Processing and Formatting Subsystem. This latter subsystem contains a small, general-
purpose digital computer, equipped with teletypewriter and paper tape reader peripherals.
During normal data operations, the computer serves principally as an input/output buffer
and formatter. The computer receives setup and operating programs from the paper tape
reader and teletypewriter, and distributes these programs through a program control unit
to the appropriate subsystems to achieve a system “ready” status for subsequent data
processing. During the actual data processing operation, the computer serves as an
output buffer and formatter, receiving the digital information from the Preprocessing
Subsystem and transmitting this information, assembled and, properly formatted, to
output devices in the Output Subsystem.

In the data processing operation, most of the system control is accomplished in the
Timing Subsystem. One input track from the instrumentation recorder, the time track,
contains coded time indices that provide time correlation of data sequences to be
processed and recorded. This coded time data is routed to the time code reader/translator,
where it is scanned at search speed until the desired start time is located. The tape is then
stopped, automatically backed up to the beginning of the start time, and started again at
the desired playback speed. Data processing commences at the start time and continues
through all data blocks until the programmed stop time is sensed and the operation
halted. During data processing, the Timing Subsystem also generates fine-time words,
which are applied to the data compressor and interleaved with the data output at one
millisecond intervals. A flag bit in the output distinguishes data from the timing
information.



In the Output Subsystem, formatted data from the computer is routed for magnetic tape
recording and oscillograph display. All data transmitted from the Preprocessing
Subsystem is written on magnetic tape, while only 60 program selected data channels are
routed through digital to analog converters which drive the galvanometers in the
oscillograph recorders.

In the magnetic tape output, a “header” word, programmed in a test control panel, is
inserted at the beginning of each data block being processed. This word contains six
decimal digits of miscellaneous run information, as well as a 42-bit time word that
identifies the day, hour, minute, second, and millisecond of the data block. After the
“header”, assembled tape records are automatically completed with data and fine time, in
seconds and milliseconds.

The output data word consists of 24-bits, divided as follows: data value (10 bits),
channel identification (9 bits), data/time flag (1 bit), PAM sync status flag (1 bit),
PAM/continuous channel flag (1 bit), PAM source (1 bit), and periodic readout flag (1
bit). The periodic readout flag denotes a periodic data word (every 1024th sample) that is
transmitted through the data compressor, irrespective of the results of data compression.
This periodic readout insures some form of data output in the event that all other data is
discarded in the compression during a period of very slow signal activity. The output
time word is interleaved with the output data words at one millisecond intervals, and
consists of 19 bits weighted in seconds and milliseconds, and the data/time flag.

Data that is selected for analog display on the oscillograph recorders is handled
differently than the digital magnetic tape outputs. The digital outputs are preprocessed
for redundancy elimination to increase the data throughput rate and decrease the tape
length; however, there is no advantage gained in similarly compressing the analog
outputs since the oscillograph galvanometer can easily respond to the updating rate of
the selected readout channels. Selected channels are therefore inputted to the digital to
analog converters without compression, while the same channels are inputted to
magnetic tape with compression. Analog outputs are addressable for any 60 input
channels (continuous signals and PAM/PDM channels) for display on the 60
oscillograph channels.

The oscillograph recorders are also utilized in reconstructing the digital data from
magnetic tape for display and other analysis. In the data reconstruction cycle, the digital
magnetic tape is searched for correlation with the programmed “header” start time of the
data sequence to be reconstructed. Data from the magnetic tape is then read, and each
fine time word in the data record is correlated with the real-time reconstructed data. The
data, along with a slow time-code signal, is then outputted to the oscillograph recorder in
perfect time sequences with the recorded time indices.



100 kHz Data Throughput    As previously noted, the OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor
is a real-time system, capable of simultaneously processing any combination of the time-
division multiplexed and continuous inputs with frequency responses totaling 100 kHz.
In order to accomplish this, all frequency and rate dependent components in the system
had to be specifically designed for high-speed compatibility.

In the Signal Conditioning Subsystem, the PAM/PDM synchronizers are complete
functional entities that perform all the necessary operations for decommutating 100 kHz
PAM inputs. Of these operations, channel rate synchronization is the most vital to
successful system operation in the PAM modes. The synchronizers utilize phase-lock-
loop techniques to accomplish synchronization on all PAM-RZ/PAM-NRZ inputs with
rates up to 100,000 pps. The loop bandwidth responses are fully automatic for both
acquisition and lock operations on signals that may be severely degraded by noise, jitter,
and missing pulses. Also, an integrating sample-and-hold signal conditioner eliminates
input noise, so that a noise-free, steady signal level is provided for sampling, digitizing,
and data processing through the system.

Data sampling and analog to digital conversion in the Preprocessing Subsystem is also
geared specifically for the 100 kHz throughput. The 25 channel multiplexer operates
with a sampling speed of 100 kHz through all continuous input channels. Because high-
rate PAM pulses have only limited, asynchronous times available for sampling, these
pulses are serviced on a priority basis as soon as they are received. Additional
multiplexer efficiency for high-speed operations is provided by the “look-ahead”
technique of multiplexer address programming. This time-sharing feature allows two
channels in simultaneous operation-one being sampled and digitized and the other being
preprocessed-within the 10-microsecond limit for 100 kHz operation. Analog to digital
conversion for the 10-bit data value is performed in the OMEGA IV in a 4-microsecond
digitizing cycle.

Data compression is, of course, the most significant feature of the OMEGA IV Telemetry
Processor in facilitating the real-time 100 kHz data throughput to magnetic tape. The
fastest magnetic tape transports have transfer rates of 120, 000 characters per second
(800 bpi x 150 ips); hence, the limit for uncompressed throughputting of fully identified
and tagged data (3 characters per word) is 40 kHz. A colossal memory buffer would be
required to output uncompressed data with rates faster than 40 kHz. On the other hand,
the 100 kHz real-time system is completely practical with only a conservative 60 percent
redundancy reduction in the data compression.

Consider a basic example in which two continuous inputs are sampled at the 100 kHz
multiplexer rate. One input (IRIG channel 1) has a nominal frequency response of only 6
cps, while the other input (IRIG channel H) has a nominal frequency response of 4950
cps. The multiplexer samples each signal with a uniform 50 kHz rate as it switches



alternately from one input to the other in the multiplex process. Since the channel H
input is sampled at more than 10 times the frequency response, a sufficient number of
these samples will be taken for extracting the information content of this input during
periods of the most rapid signal activity. During periods of slow signal activity, a large
portion of these samples will be redundant, and hence discarded to reduce the system
throughput requirements. Also, the 6 cps signal from the channel 1 source is sampled at
8,333 times the frequency response (50,000 ÷ 6), which is far more than necessary for
extracting the information. Assuming that the IOF sampling rate is sufficient for accurate
information recovery, 49,938 samples (8,323 x 6) of this signal can be entirely discarded.
These operations lower the data throughput of the system for compatibility with the
magnetic tape transport, and, since redundant data is not outputted, reduce the amount of
tape required for recording the information. Hence, an attendant advantage of the data
compression is to reduce the storage space required for the recorded data.

Data compression in the OMEGA IV is accomplished in a hardware data compressor that
performs the algorithm through a wired logical routine. The compression operation for
either floating aperture or fixed limit compression is performed in 2 microseconds.

It is significant that the digital computer in the I/O Processing and Formatting Subsystem
is used only as an input/output buffer and formatter during data processing operations.
Even the most powerful digital computers available can do little more than this with 100
kHz throughput rates, and then only by complex programming techniques that are
expensive to write and hard to implement. By utilizing the hardware data compressor,
which is specially designed and optimized for preprocessing the data before inputting to
the computer, the 100 kHz throughput is economically achieved, and system software
requirements are reduced to basic setup and operating programs, easily written and
implemented.

In performing the buffer output operation, the direct-memory-access (DMA) channel of
the computer is utilized. Data from the data compressor is inputted to the computer
through the DMA in two memory cycles (3.6 microseconds). The data is then inputted to
the magnetic tape, via the I/O channel, in three memory cycles (5.4 microseconds),
completing the input/ output routine in 9 microseconds, well within the 100 kHz
throughput objective of the OMEGA IV.

Automatic System Operation    Many studies have been conducted regarding the
efficacy of system operators and the cost-effectiveness of automatic equipment in
telemetry ground stations. While the results of these studies may not be conclusive
enough to formulate a general rule for all stations, it would be difficult to imagine a
sophisticated system with the data handling versatility and speed of the OMEGA IV
operating efficiently under the manual control of a station operator. With four racks of
equipment to operate, turn-around time alone would have to be calculated in hours, and
operational adjustments would be virtually impossible while data is being throughputted
with 100 kHz rates. Hence, one of the basic factors in the design concept of the OMEGA



IV was the incorporation of capability for total automatic operation in all modes.
Because of the value of manual controls for system and program checkout, and
troubleshooting, etc. , all programmable functions for complete system operation are,
however, also duplicated by front panel controls. If necessary, the operator can thus
override any programmed function by the front panel controls.

For automatic operation, programs are normally entered into the OMEGA IV by the
high-speed paper tape reader or the standard ASR-33 teletypewriter keyboard. A high-
level programming language compiler (TELSET) is provided to allow English language
commands to be inputted for all telemetry operations. TELSET automatically converts
these program inputs to machine codes, and also provides both fatal and non-fatal
diagnostic messages for program errors. On completion of the program loading routine,
the OMEGA IV is in a “ready” mode with all functional parameters set in accordance
with the input and output requirements of the data run to be performed. Data acquisition
and processing then starts and continues through the data run with no manual
intervention required. A partial list of the programmable parameters of the OMEGA IV
is given in table I for quick reference to system operations.

The automatic operational feature of the OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor affords the
system capabilities of self checkout and calibration. The FM sequencer calibrator and
PAM/PDM simulator in the Input Subsystem are programmable units and capable of
generating test and checkout signals for all data paths through the system. Accurate
calibration signals are generated under program control for calibrating the system from
tape output to oscillograph display. In normal operation, programmed checkout routines
can be run prior to each data pass, with the actual data parameters set up and all
applicable equipment exercised. For troubleshooting, maintenance routines will exercise
all equipment in all modes, and provide printed readouts of trouble areas.

System Modification/Expansion     While the OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor
described in the paper is used in a particular application with PAM/ FM, PDM/FM, and
FM/FM input signals, the system is inherently capable of modification and expansion for
any requirement and in all modes of telemetry operation. For example, equipment
presently available will provide input capabilities in the PCM and PCM/FM modes,
while the utilization of a general-purpose computer allows almost unlimited flexibility in
attaching standard peripherals on the computer input/output interface. Another expansion
capability will allow real-time frequency and power spectral analysis of input video
signals.

In summary, Stellarmetrics has designed the OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor with the
basic capabilities for 100 kHz, real-time telemetry data acquisition and throughput, and
with automatic operation. These capabilities form a foundation for modular system
expansion to accommodate all foreseeable data handling requirements through the
1970’s.



Table 1



Figure 1.  OMEGA IV Telemetry Processor Block Diagram




